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The Stelvio pass from 

which the Stelvio is 

named, is an incredible 

feat of engineering, 

perhaps made famous 

by the Giro d’Italia 

cycle race and yes, the 

Stelvio SUV is 

certainly an 

engineering feat. With 

Alfa Romeo Stelvio 

now holding place in 

the South African 

SUV Market, this 

simply adds to the list 

of available SUV. We are certainly spoilt for choice, 

but, is it worth considering.   

The Stelvio is a very good looking vehicle, if not a 

stunner, it definitely turned heads during my use. That 

said, there is some similarity between this vehicles 

general shape and some of the other SUV`s. The very 

particular Alfa Romeo front emblem and grille exudes 

a very distinct yet elegant purpose, arguably envious.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This same strong yet elegant design is carried through 

to the cabin of the vehicle. Entering the vehicle is 

immediately a position of comfort and ease of settle, 

something that is notable and not always achieved in 

other vehicles. This vehicle most certainly has the 

necessary comfort and ergonomic practicality 

expected. The seats are plush to the extent of 

bordering on luxury with a steering wheel that is one 

of the most comfortable to the hand of all the SUV's I 

have driven, with excellent tilt and reach. With a very 

good range of seat setting, although manual an 

extremely comfortable position can be found. It could 

be argued that at the price range north of eight hundred 

thousand, electric 

seats, at least for 

the driver, would 

be a norm. I 

always argue that 

this is an 

unnecessary 

luxury with added 

prospect of 

problems and 

weight, where 

most driver seat 

positions rarely 

change.  

Without delving into all of the specifics of the safety 

factors of the vehicle, the vehicle comes standard with 

all the typical and expected safety features. Most 

importantly holds and NCAP 5 rating, ensuring you 

are at current premium safety.  

As a four wheel drive vehicle, known as the Q4 in 

Alfa Romeo terms, I did not test this in any off road 

extreme driving and in fact not even on light gravel 

roads. This noted, it is unlikely that this vehicle would 

ever attain any level of extreme four wheel drive 

operation beyond that of city driving and perhaps the 

occasion of dirt or gravel excursion. It appears by all 

accounts that the Stelvio Q4 system more than 

reasonably holds its own in reasonable off road 

conditions and most certainly on typical roads. 

Having driven countless SUV's and owning one, the 

steering feedback, preciseness and general suspension 

compliance is exceptional, possibly the smoothest and 

most comfortable suspension and driving feel of all the 

SUV vehicles I have driven. Being a four by four 

system this is not a light vehicle, even with the 

acclaimed weight savings that Alfa proudly points out 

such as carbon prop shaft and extensive aluminium 

use. The brakes are more than up to the task with 

excellent feel and modulation.  

The power of the motor although a relatively small 

motor at two litres petrol turbo charged, is quite 

exceptional at 206 kilowatts. Although by no means 

overly powerful and perhaps even feeling impressively 

ultra-smooth, with almost no notable lag, there is more 

than sufficient power on tap, with excellent 

acceleration, cruising and top speed.   

The drive through the eight speed automatic (with 

manual override) gearbox is impressively smooth and 

quick, matched absolutely perfectly to the power, 

weight and setup of the vehicle. Flipping between the 

three drive settings, essentially sport, standard and 

economy is seamless on the fly and creates a notable 
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but not untoward change in the gearbox drive style 

flipping between them.       

Impressively some 

key features 

important to most in 

the search for a 

vehicle is a good 

standard sound 

system, which it 

has, also 

upgradable. The 

usual steering 

mounted controls for 

the majority of the 

functions. An inbuilt 

navigation system as 

standard is impressive. 

The infotainment system very easy to  navigate 

through a system that falls intuitively to the left hand 

at the lower centre console, with a rotating mouse style 

controller. Bluetooth cellular and music integrating 

flawlessly.  

Space is no issue and in typical SUV style, the rear 

seat passengers not generously comfortable, but 

certainly acceptable. The regular split and folding rear 

seats and many internal storage and holding 

compartments front and rear accommodate almost all 

needs.   

Other neat standard features include folding side 

mirrors on shutdown. Both driver and passenger visor 

mirrors with lights on both sides and double card 

holders on the driver`s side visor. USB power outputs 

at the front centre and rear with the usual 12v charger. 

A personal favourite is the little red warning light 

situated at the driver and passenger’s door locking 

switch, indicating that the doors are locked.  

Warranty is a typical three year 100 000 km, with the 

maintenance and service plan an impressive standard 

feature seeing six years or 100 000 km`s.   

Used over a week and certainly not making any effort 

to conserve, an approximate 6.8 litres per 100 km 

kilometres for a bit of Durban urban driving and to 

Richards bay return trip, was attained. 

Pricing is on the slightly higher range, but by no 

means excessive considering the overall package. If 

you are in the market for any vehicle of quality, you 

would nonetheless be in this range.         

So, in finality, if you are looking for an SUV that has 

all the necessary items and some, is very stylish, very 

comfortable, very quick but does not seem so as it is 

so elegant, yet frugal but most importantly very safe;  

then you have a serious consideration in the new Alfa 

Stelvio.    

Safe driving 


